
Reporting
If you want to run reports to keep track of your Web Chat data, 
you can use Reporting to run and schedule reports specific to 
Web Chat. Here you can view specifics such as an agent’s chat 
summary including their accepted and missed chat count, their 
average speed of answer, and their total chat summary. You can 
also view total chat volume including the total chat duration and  
the total chat count, both of which help determine when you 
may be under or over sta�ed to handle your Web Chat volume. 
 
You can also view the entire customer experience inside of 
Cradle to Grave. This includes how long the customer waited on 
your website, which agents answered or missed the chat, and 
what transpired on the chat including the chat text and any 
transfers.Realtime

All Web Chat tra�c can be seen live with Realtime Stats. This 
means you can view your agents’ Web Chat statistics such as 
their accepted and missed chat count, their average speed of 
answer, their total chat summary, and their current chat 
state. You can also view today’s historical data as well as any 
customers waiting to chat with a skill.
 
You can also manage agent channels within the Supervisor 
View.  Here you can enable or disable agents from being able 
to take calls and chats. This means you can customize at any 
time which agents can accept calls, chats, or both.

WEB CHAT
Intelligently route customers from your website to the appropriate agents using Skills-Based Routing. 
 
Provide di�erent messages based on your agents’ availability. Options include o�ering to queue the customer to the 
next available agent, o�ering an email option, or hiding the chat box altogether if no agents are available or logged in.
 
Agents can select from canned messages based on each individual skill. Canned messages are pre-written responses 
the supervisor assigns. An agent can also transfer the customer to another agent or skill. When answering a custom-
er’s question, agents also have the option to request a screenshot of the customer's web page to assist in answering. 
 
In addition, with Web Chat your agents can add notes and account codes to chats for disposition and reporting 
purposes. This allows all agents to optimally communicate with each other and clarify the specifics of each chat they 
are working on.
 
Supervisors can determine how many simultaneous chats each agent can address.



Customizing 
Web Chat 
on Your Website
Web Chat can intelligently appear on specific URLs on your company 
website, which means if a customer clicks into a di�erent section of the 
website, you get to determine and customize which sections Web Chat will 
appear on. 
 
The web chat box on your website can also prompt a customer to send an 
email instead of a direct message if it is after hours and none of your 
agents are available. This ensures your customers are never left without 
any type of support resource on your company website.

Simple Setup
Xima Web Chat is easy to configure and 
allows you to adjust the color scheme, 
upload your logo, and define URL 
mapping to present chats to di�erent 
skills based on the source webpage. Once 
configured, Xima will provide a single 
HTML snippet to be embedded into any 
page on your website, and we'll do the rest 
to connect your customers to your team.

Using APIs for Our Chat
Our Web Chat APIs, Web Chat 
Javascript API and Web Chat Cloud 
Service Integration API, allow Web 
Chat to integrate seamlessly with your 
existing systems. 
 
These APIs also allow you to customize 
the chat experience beyond the 
standard layout from Xima with their 
unique capabilities. Web Chat Javas-
cript API provides javascript functions 
which allow you to customize the 
experience for your customers to fit 
your business needs.

Security Details
The ACR/Chronicall/CCaaS requires 
https using our prebuilt SSL certificate, 
or you can upload your own SSL certifi-
cate. This ensures your tra�c while in 
transit and at rest is encrypted. Xima 
Web Chat also supports TLS1.2 and 
TLS1.3 only. It does not support TLS1.1 
and older. 
 
The nginx binary that we distributed was 
version 1.16 on Windows and version 
1.15.6 on Linux.
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